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Welcome to the
Researcher Handbook!

Meet the research partners
Get to know your fellow research partners.

This document is intended as a reference guide for research partners of Donate
Your Data. It is meant to provide a deeper understanding of the datasets provided
through the program.
Within this document, you will find detailed explanations of how the data is
generated and organized, as well as definitions of key variables within the data
set, and answers to frequently asked questions.
You’ll also find profiles of all your fellow research partners. We encourage you
to reach out and introduce yourselves, as many of you have overlapping areas
of study that work towards a common goal. We hope to facilitate collaboration
among our partners that help create more sustainable homes and communities
for all.
If you feel important information is missing from this document or require
assistance, please email us at research@ecobee.com.

Liam O’Brien
Associate Professor
Carleton University
Liam (William) O’Brien, PhD is an associate professor, program advisor for Carleton
University’s Architectural Conservation and Sustainability Engineering program,
and the principle investigator of the Human Building Interaction Lab. Prof. O’Brien is
researching design processes and operations for high-performance buildings, with a
specialization in understanding, modelling, and designing for occupant behaviour.
He recently co-edited a book called “Design, Modelling, and Simulation of Net-Zero
Energy Buildings” and has over 70 peer-reviewed publications. He is currently the
president of the Canadian chapter of the International Building Performance Simulation
Association and advisor of Carleton’s student chapter of ASHRAE.
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00010010101010101001010101010010010101100011000101000
10101010101010101001010011010101101000111010000101011101
01010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010101010101
0101010101010111001100101011011101010101010101010101011101
001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
101101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110
01010101010101010101010101010101101010101001010101010010
Marianne Touchie
10101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001
010111011011101011101011111000001010101011011110000110110111
Assistant Professor
University of Toronto
010101010101010
00010010101010101001010101010010010101100011000101000
Marianne Touchie is an Assistant Professor in the Departments of Civil Engineering
10101010101010101001010011010101101000111010000101011101
and Mechanical Engineering at the University of Toronto. Prior to joining the U of T
faculty in 2016, she was the Building Research Manager at the Toronto Atmospheric
01010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010101010101
Fund and a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department of Civil Engineering at the University
of Toronto. Her research focuses on improving the energy performance and indoor
0101010101010111001100101011011101010101010101010101011101
environmental quality of existing buildings to make them more comfortable,
healthy and sustainable through comprehensive retrofits.
001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
101101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110
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01010101010111001100101011011101010101010101010101011101
01010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
1101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110
Julia-Maria Becker
Senior Analyst
010101010101010101010101010101101010101001010101010010
Pembina Institute
Alan Fung
101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001
Associate Professor
Julia-Maria Becker is a senior analyst with the Pembina Institute who works on
0101010101010 Ryerson University
corporate, government and community-based sustainability projects in Alberta
Dr. Alan Fung is an Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Ryerson
University and Adjunct of the Faculty of Graduate Studies at Dalhousie University. He
has over 20 years of experience in energy research and oversees a vigorous research
program on sustainable building integrated energy systems/net-zero energy
buildings and communities, and fuel-cell based advanced power generation systems.
He co/authored over 400 refereed journal/conference publications, book chapters,
invention disclosure, technical reports and workshop/poster presentations and trained
more than 230 HQPs. He currently holds an NSERC Discovery Grant for research on
net-zero energy buildings and a grant from NSERC Smart Net-zero Energy Buildings
Research Network (SNEBRN).

relating to clean economy with a focus on energy efficiency and carbon pricing.
Before joining the Pembina Institute, Julia worked for an international organization,
Student Energy, where she led the Energy Literacy Platform. She also worked at
Alberta Ecotrust where she was responsible for the organization’s social
innovation lab.

Jennifer Amann
Buildings Program Director
American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)

Jennifer Amann is the Buildings Program Director at the American Council for an
010111011011101011101011111000001010101011011110000110110111
Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE). Since joining ACEEE in 1997, she has authored
Jimmy Lu
dozens of publications and articles on buildings and equipment efficiency technologies,
GHG Quantification
00010010101010101001010101010010010101100011000101000
policies, and programs. Jennifer leads content development for ACEEE’s consumerThe Atmospheric Fund
focused website, smarterhouse.org.
10101010101010101001010011010101101000111010000101011101
Jimmy works on continuously improving TAF’s GHG quantification tools,
Her current work focuses on maximizing energy savings from key buildings policies
methods, and capabilities. He is responsible for assessing the direct01010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010101010101
and potential
including building codes and appliance standards, scaling up retrofit activity in homes
GHG emissions reductions of projects, grants, and direct investments. Jimmy holds
and commercial buildings with an emphasis on deep retrofits, expanding opportunities
a Masters of Applied Science in Civil Engineering from the University
of Toronto.
0101010101010111001100101011011101010101010101010101011101
for energy savings in low-income and multifamily housing, and analyzing new
opportunities for energy efficiency in the buildings sector.
001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
101101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110
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001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
101101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110 Howard Chong
Professor
01010101010101010101010101010101101010101001010101010010 Assistant
Cornell University
10101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001
Tianzhen Hong
Dr Howard Chong’s research focuses on the environmental markets, especially
Staff
Scientist
markets for residential energy efficiency. With Prof Al George (Systems and
010101010101010Lawrence Berkeley
Mechanical Engineering), they head the Cornell Temperature Datalogger Project
National Laboratory (LBNL)
Tianzhen Hong is a Staff Scientist and Principal Investigator of the Building Technology
and Urban Systems Division of LBNL. He leads a research team at LBNL and is the
deputy head of the Building Technologies department. He is also an Operating Agent
of the IEA EBC Annex 66 and an editor of Energy and Buildings. His research focuses
on advanced data analytics, methods, modeling and simulation tools, and policy to
advance design, operation, and retrofit of buildings and urban systems.

Kristen Brown
Fellow
Advanced Research
Projects Agency – Energy

which is developing protocol for low-cost building characterization. A low-cost
(less than $5) protocol has high potential to transform how building energy
efficiency programs are developed and run.
Using ecobee’s Donate Your Data, Professors Chong and George will investigate
building characterization, home energy “MPG” ratings, and occupant behavioral
response (thermostat setpoints and “rebound” effect).

Dane Christensen
Manager, Residential Systems
Innovation and Performance
National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL)

01011101101110101110101111100000101010101101111000011011011100010010101010101001010101010
Dane leads the Residential Systems Innovation and Performance team for the
Dr. Kristen Brown is a Fellow at the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, reimagining how appliances, homes,
where she identifies new opportunities to reduce the long-term and high-risk
0100101011000110001010001010101010101010100101001101010110100011101000010101110101010
and communities come together as a sustainable platform. The work focuses on
technological barriers in the development of transformative energy technologies.
system integration issues between building equipment, buildings, and our greater
Her specific interests are in advanced telecommunications technologies, grid
0011010110101010111010010010101010101010101010101010101010101010111001100101011011101010
energy infrastructure. In collaboration with industry, utilities, and universities, he and
infrastructure and controls, grid edge management, net-zero energy cities, and
his team develop software and hardware to optimize appliances for their installed
human-in-the-loop controls.
0101010101010101110100101001010010101010010101001010010101011101100010011010110100100
environment, software platforms for community-scale sustainability, and next-generation
energy management algorithms and systems. To deepen their understanding
Brown received her Ph.D. in Chemistry from Northwestern University where she
0010101010101001010101001100101010100001100101010101010101010101010101010110101010100
of performance, failure modes, and benefits, he and his team perform hands-on
studied the role of molecular vibrations in primary electron transport and energy
demonstrations for both products and prototypes in the lab as well as real-world
transfer
in organic materials relevant to solar electricity and fuels applications. Brown
01010101001010101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010
homes and buildings.
received her B.S. in Chemical Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology.
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Karen Palmer
Fellow
01010101010101010101010101010101101010101001010101010010 Senior
Resources for the Future (RFF)
10101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001
Karen is a Senior Fellow and Research Director at Resources for the Future. She
Alan Meier
specializes in the economics of environmental and public utility regulation, particularly
010101010101010
Senior Scientist
on issues at the intersection of air quality and climate regulation and the electricity
UC Davis

Alan Meier is a Senior Scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and an
Adjunct Professor at the University of California Davis Energy Efficiency Center. At
LBNL, he leads the Electronics, Lighting, and Networks group. Meier’s research has
focused on understanding how energy is transformed into useful services and then
how to obtain those services with less energy. Meier also studies energy use of
consumer electronics, energy test procedures for appliances, and international
policies to promote energy efficiency. He played a significant role in global actions
to reduce standby power use in appliances. Recently, Meier’s research has focused
on reducing the energy use of the Internet of Things.

sector. Her work seeks to improve the design of incentive-based environmental
regulations that influence the electric utility sector, including controls of multi-pollutants
and carbon emissions from electrical generating plants. She identifies effective
approaches to allocating emissions allowances, explores policies targeting carbon
emissions and other air pollutants, and efficient ways to promote use of renewable
sources of electricity. She has also done extensive research on the energy efficiency
gap and on economically efficient ways to address it.

Claire Miziolek
Program Manager
Northeast Energy
Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP)

Claire’s role at NEEP is to help speed the adoption of high efficiency products in the
Plinio Morita
01011101101110101110101111100000101010101101111000011011011100010010101010101001010101010
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic. She is working to develop strategies and recommendations
Assistant Professor
to bring these efficient technologies to broader scale and ultimately decrease the
0100101011000110001010001010101010101010100101001101010110100011101000010101110101010
University of Waterloo
amount of energy homes and businesses use. Prior to joining NEEP, Claire was the
Education + Outreach Programs Manager at GTECH Strategies, a non-profit social
Plinio is the Director of the Ubiquitous Health Technology Lab (UbiLab). His research
0011010110101010111010010010101010101010101010101010101010101010111001100101011011101010
enterprise in Pittsburgh, PA. She is originally from Baltimore, MD. Claire holds a BA
is centered around remote patient monitoring (RPM) technologies, used to prevent
in Economics and Psychology from Cornell University.
unnecessary hospital visits, encourage community care, and telehealth. In his work
0101010101010101110100101001010010101010010101001010010101011101100010011010110100100
with UbiLab, Plinio is helping develop wearables and sensor technology that not
only can satisfy clinical requirements, but also provide meaningful use for the large
0010101010101001010101001100101010100001100101010101010101010101010101010110101010100
John Kenney
amount of data usually collected through RPM technology. He is currently focused
Ben Clarin
Meli Stylianou
Chief, End-Use
on identifying how IoT sensory data can be integrated and presented to clinicians
01010101001010101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010
Energy Utilization
Manager, Housing
Program Analysis
through meaningful scores and visualizations.
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How the data is generated
The data from this program is part user-reported (metadata including home and
occupant characteristics), and part collected by ecobee thermostats (reported in
5-minute intervals).
Participant data is pulled from our servers, and then anonymized to remove any
personally identifiable information.

Definitions
The following terms refer to variables you’ll find in the datasets.
auxHeat1,2,3

Remote Sensor 1,2,3 Temperature

Runtime (seconds) for any heat source
other than a heat pump (where 1,2,3 are
the stages of the equipment).

Indoor temperature measurement at
the remote sensor (where 1,2,3 denotes
different sensors)

compCool1,2,3

Schedule

Runtime (seconds) for any cooling
(where 1,2,3 are the stages of the
equipment).

compHeat1,2,3

Fields include things like Vacation, Sleep,
Away, Nap, etc. which are user-defined
descriptors for desired set points against
activity/behaviour

T_Ctrl

Runtime (seconds) for heat-pumps used
0101110110111010111010111110000010101010110111100001101
Average indoor temperature based
in heating
on relevant sensors as defined by the
101110001001010101010100101010101001001010110001100
schedule or mode the user is in
DateTime
Date and time that the reading was taken
010100010101010101010101001010011010101101000111010
Thermostat Motion
Detects motion (binary) at that date/time
Event
0001010111010101000110101101010101110100100101010101
Anything that modifies the schedule (e.g.
Thermostat Temperature
01010101010101010101010101010111001100101011011101010
A temperature hold, demand response
Indoor measurement at the thermostat
event, Vacation, SmartRecovery feature)
(I.e. Not remote sensor)
1010101010101010111010010100101001010101001010100101
Fan
T_out
001010101110110001001101011010010010010101010101001
Runtime (seconds) for fan
Outdoor temperate for nearest
010101001100101010100001100101010101010101010101010
weather station
Humidity
Indoor humidity (in RH%)
1010101101010101001010101010010101010100101010101110
T_stp_cool
Indoor cool setpoint
HumidityExpectedHigh
00101010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010
Setpoint (for users who 0101110110111010111010111110000
have a Humidifier)
T_stp_heat
(in RH%)
0101010101101111000011011011100
Indoor heat setpoint
How the data is organized
HumidityExpectedLow
Setpoint (for users who0100101010101010010101010100
have a
Each thermostat has its data organized by month and year. The data from each
Humidifier) (in RH%)
thermostat is contained in an individual .csv file, with a consistent and uniquely
1001010110001100010100010101
generated filename. The data will be updated quarterly with new participants.
Remote Sensor 1,2,3 Motion
010101010101001010011010101101
Detects motion (binary) at that date/time
All metadata for the thermostat population is held in a metadata .csv file outside of
at the remote sensor (where 1,2,3 denotes
the monthly folders.
00011101000010101110101010001
different sensors)
101011010101011101001001001010
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Event options

Schedule options

The following refer to possible modifiers to the schedule as features of the
ecobee thermostat.

Comfort profiles are generally set by the user and input into a schedule.
Users may also choose to leave default settings unchanged. Note default
temperature setpoints may vary across models.

Demand Response Event

Smart Home

The thermostat is in a demand response
event issued by a third party.

This feature is activated when occupation
has been detected during a scheduled
away period. It is enabled by default for
thermostats with sensors but can be
deactivated by users.

Event
Labelled as 1,2,3, they refer to
anonymized event names (such as a
vacation) which could have contained
personal information.

Hold
This occurs when the user has set a
temperature hold and is overriding their
scheduled program. The user may select
to maintain the hold for 2 hours, 4 hours,
until the next schedule change, or
indefinitely.

Smart Away
This feature is activated when no sensors
have been triggered for a prolonged (<2
hour) absence during a scheduled
occupied period. The thermostat
automatically kicks into “Away” mode,
until the sensors have been triggered
or another comfort profile occurs in the
schedule. It is enabled by default for
thermostats with sensors, but can be
deactivated by users.

6

Smart Recovery
This feature is activated before a
schedule change from one comfort
profile to another. As the thermostat
learns more about the equipment and
home characteristics, it learns to allocate
enough time for the process of changing
the temperature. This ensures the desired
temperature is reached at the precise
time the new comfort profile is
scheduled to start.

Awake

Away

Default home comfort profile, (only on
Smart and Smart SI devices).

Default away comfort profile

custom_1,2,3
Comfort profile that contained personally
identifiable information and has been
anonymized to protect user privacy.

Home
Default home comfort profile

Sleep
Default sleep comfort profile

010111011011101011101011111000001010101011011110000110110111
00010010101010101001010101010010010101100011000101000
10101010101010101001010011010101101000111010000101011101
01010001101011010101011101001001010101010101010101010101
0101010101010111001100101011011101010101010101010101011101
001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110
101101001001001010101010100101010100110010101010000110
01010101010101010101010101010101101010101001010101010010
10101010010101010111000101010001101011010101011101001001
010101010101010

FAQs
Answers to frequently asked questions about system control, sensors,
user interaction, comfort profiles, scheduling, and possible events. If you
have a question we’re missing, please email us at research@ecobee.com.

Data Availability

System Control
How is T_ctrl calculated?
The calculation of T_ctrl depends on a few variables, most of which are user
configurable. First, the value could be an average of all temperature measurements
(thermostat and sensors).

Is all energy consumption data available for these houses?
No. Our scope of data collection applies only to what can be acquired through
the thermostat.

How far back does the data go?
When users sign up to share their data, they are agreeing to share all the data their
thermostat has been collecting since the time of installation. Each reading in the
dataset is stamped with a date and time, beginning from the first instance of use.

Are all ecobee thermostats represented in the datasets?

Second, it could be weighted by motion detection (if that feature is enabled). For
example, if only one sensor is detecting occupancy use, only that room’s value will
be used.
Finally, the user can elect to associate only some sensors with a given comfort
profile. For example, they can choose to use only sensors in bedrooms during a
sleep period. As these different weightings are applied, some smoothing also occurs.

Why might the fan be on when no heating or cooling is occurring?
The user has either configured a minimum fan runtime or has configured the system
to run fan dissipation after a heating or cooling cycle.

Yes. If the participant has opted into the portal, their data will be available.
Because thermostat features vary by thermostat model, some variables will be
missing, such as occupancy detection.

01011101101110101110101111100000101010101101111000011011011100010010101010101001010101010
0100101011000110001010001010101010101010100101001101010110100011101000010101110101010
00110101101010101110100100101010101010101010101010101010101010101110011001010110111010101
01010101010101011101001010010100101010100101010010100101010111011000100110101101001001
0010101010101001010101001100101010100001100101010101010101010101010101010110101010100
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FAQs
If you have a question we’re missing, please email us at
research@ecobee.com.

How can we tell from the data provided if the “Follow Me” function is enabled
on the sensors?

Sensors
Can people move the sensors, or are they fixed in a single place?

You can infer it, but you can’t explicitly know it. If there’s a huge difference between
control temperature and thermostat temperature, they are probably using the Follow
Me function.

The sensors are not fixed and can be moved.

User Interaction

How are temperature and motion sensors distributed in the house? What is
their range?

Are the temperature set points automatic or manual?

That is up to the user’s discretion, though ecobee does provide recommendations
to obtain optimal readings. They include putting the sensors at least 5 feet off the
ground, within 45 feet of the thermostat, and not directly by a window or vent.
More detailed recommendations regarding the placement of sensors can be found
in the quick start guide.

All comfort profiles have default temperature set points. However, users are
encouraged to manually enter their own desired setpoints during registration of
the device. The ecobee thermostat will then follow the scheduled comfort profiles
the user sets up.

How can we tell from the data provided when the user is controlling the
operation of the heating and cooling systems, and when the smart system
is doing so?

What is the range of the sensors?
Sensors can be triggered at a range of 15 feet and within a 120 degree radius.

How sensitive are the motion sensors?
That depends on a number of factors. First is the temperature gradient between
the object in motion and the environment. The larger the temperature gradient,
the greater the signal to the sensor.
Second is the direction of motion. Movement parallel to the sensor (across it)
registers a stronger signal than movement perpendicular to it (towards it).

00010101010110111100001101101110001001010101
Last is the size and height of the object in motion and the height of the sensor
from the ground. The larger and taller the object, when the sensor is placed at its
000110001010001010101010101010100101001101
recommended height of ~5 feet, the stronger the signal is.
10101000110101101010101110100100101010101010
Can movement from pets be picked up by the sensors?
1100110010101101110101010101010101010101110100
Not typically. To minimize unintentional triggering of the Follow Me and Smart Home/
Away features, the ecobee wireless remote sensors are able to distinguish between
1010010101011101100010011010110100100100101
the movement and thermal energy of pets, which are different from those of humans.
Depending on how the room sensors are placed by the user, or how large the pet is,
01010000110010101010101010101010101010101011
there is a possibility that the sensors will be triggered.
010100101010101110001010100011010110101010111
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If the smart system is controlling the heating and cooling, then you will see a “smart”
event in the event category. A list of events and their definitions can be found in the
Event Options section of this handbook.

Can we know from which device the user is changing the settings?
No. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine that from the provided data.

Comfort Profiles
How are comfort profiles managed (i.e. home, away, sleep)?
ecobee thermostats come programmed with 3 default comfort profiles (Home,
Away, and Sleep), which can each be set by users to different desired temperatures.
Users can then apply those profiles to a schedule (by day and time) so that desired
temperatures are automatically met exactly when they want them. If they want to
override their schedule, they can set a new temperature from their device or mobile
app. This is called a “hold” event.

Can users create additional comfort profiles?
Yes. Users can create up to 14 different comfort profiles.

FAQs
If you have a question we’re missing, please email us at
research@ecobee.com.

Schedule
Are there any instructions given regarding the use of the various “schedule”
options?
Users are prompted to create comfort profiles when setting up their thermostat.
3 comfort profiles are provided as defaults in the schedule (Home, Away, Sleep). Their
respective temperature ranges are recommended by the ecobee thermostat, although
they can be customized by the user.

Events
Does a Hold event mean that someone is at home when it is set?
Not necessarily, because it can be set remotely using the ecobee app.

What does it mean when the value of the event variable is “event”?
When the value of the event variable is “event,” it means that the original value
contained personally identifiable information. For example, users may have
customized the name of their vacation event to “Smith Family Vacation,”
which would be anonymized and replaced with the value “event.”

Are there a limited number of schedule options?
There are no limits.

Does anything in the data allow us to observe when the user has changed
settings within their schedule?
This can be determined by observing changes in temperature setpoints in scheduled
comfort profiles over time. If you notice that the scheduled comfort profile “Sleep”
is reading a different temperature than it used to, then the user has changed the
temperature setpoint for that scheduled comfort profile.

10000110110111000100101010101010010101010100
010100110101011010001110100001010111010101000
1010101010101010101110011001010110111010101010
00101001010101110110001001101011010010010010
010101010101010101010101010110101010100101010
011010101011101001001010101010101010
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Installation manuals
and set-up guides
For further information regarding installation, set-up, or hardware,
please click below to see the installation manuals and set-up guides.

lite

ecobee.com/installing-your-ecobee3
ecobee.com/installing-your-ecobee3-lite
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